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NEW DOL ELECTRONIC 
DISCLOSURE RULES FOR 

ERISA-COVERED 
RETIREMENT PLANS:  

Critical Steps and Legal 
Ramifications
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TODAY’S TOPICS

• Overview of DOL e-disclosure Final Rule

• Documents not subject to the Final Rule

• Covered individuals

• Disclosure methods, requirements, and pitfalls to avoid

• Additional issues and best practices for compliance
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OVERVIEW OF DOL E-DISCLOSURE 
FINAL RULE

• Development of electronic delivery rules for benefit 
plan communications

• Highlights of the 10/23/2019 Proposed E-Disclosure 
Rule

• Highlights of the 5/27/2020 Final E-Disclosure Rule

• Key changes in the Final Rule from Proposed Rule
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Development of Electronic Delivery 
Rules 

for Benefit Plan Communications
• DOL’s original safe harbor e-disclosure rule (4/9/2002)

- Standard:  Plan must use “measures reasonably calculated to 
ensure actual receipt” of distributed materials

- Current employees:
- Notice must inform recipient of the document’s subject matter 

and that the recipient may request a paper copy at no cost;
- Having access to employer’s electronic information system an 

integral part of job duties and ability to access e-documents where 
their duties are performed OR affirmatively consent to receive e-
disclosures  

- Former employees, beneficiaries and alternate payees
- Affirmatively consent to receive e-disclosures via specific email 

address and opportunity to withdraw consent at any time
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Development of Electronic Delivery 
Rules 

for Benefit Plan Communications
• Special rules for retirement plan statements (Pension Protection 

Act of 2006)
- E-delivery of benefit statements upon request via a secured website

- Does not require access to computer at workstation or affirmative 
consent to receive e-disclosure

- Participants must have continuous access to benefit statement 
information, be notified at least annually of ability to e-access 
statements, have the right to request a paper copy

- E-disclosure rules apply generally where participants have ability to 
effectively access the electronically provided document, or upon 
affirmative consent

- Notices:  auto enrollment, safe harbor, QJSA and QPSA, 204(h), 402(f)
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Development of Electronic Delivery 
Rules 

for Benefit Plan Communications
• President Trump’s Executive Order 13847 

(8/31/2018)

- Directs DOL to consider:

- Actions that could be taken to make retirement plan 
disclosures more understandable and useful; and

- Broadening use of electronic delivery to reduce plan costs
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Development of Electronic Delivery 
Rules 

for Benefit Plan Communications
• DOL proposed rule – E-disclosure of retirement 

plan information to participants (10/23/2020)

- In response to Executive Order 13847

- Applies only to retirement plans; excludes welfare 
benefit plans

- Intended as an additional rule to the 2002 safe harbor e-
disclosure rule
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Highlights of the Proposed
E-Disclosure Rule

• “Covered Individual” – Only one category, no consent 
required. Covers anyone who has a right to retirement 
plan documents who provides an email address

• “Covered Documents” – Any document that must be 
furnished by a pension plan under Title I of ERISA, 
except documents that must be furnished upon request

• Initial Notice Requirement
• “Notice of Internet Availability” – Notifies participants 

of documents that may be provided through e-
disclosure; individual and combined notices

• Website Requirements
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DOL Final Rule (5/27/2020)
E-Disclosure of Retirement Plan

Information to Participants
• Could expand e-delivery of retirement plan information

- Goes beyond computers at workstations to PCs at home and 
mobile devices

• Does not replace the 2002 DOL e-delivery rule
• Plans can no longer provide pension statements by 

“continuous access website”
• Plans can no longer rely on either DOL’s or IRS” e-

delivery rules (e.g., QDIAs)
• Impact of COVID-19 emergency:  Plans have “good 

faith” relief that allows notices to be provided through 
email, texts, and continuous access website

• Rule effective 7/27/2020
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DOL Final Rule (5/27/2020)

• Protections for Plan Participants
₋ Initial Notification

₋ Administrator must issue an initial paper notice explaining that 
method of delivering retirement plan notices is changing

₋ Inform as to the new e-delivery method, the applicable e-address, 
and the right to opt out and to receive paper

₋ Initial notice must be provided before the plan may use the new 
safe harbor 

₋ Notifications of Internet Availability (NOIA)
₋ Plan must provide a NOIA each time a new covered document is 

made available electronically
₋ Plan may issue a consolidated NOIA to address multiple 

documents
₋ Right to Paper

₋ Can opt out globally from e-delivery or request paper notices of 
specific documents; no charge
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DOL Final Rule (5/27/2020)

• Protections for Plan Participants
₋ Website Retention

₋ Covered documents must stay on a website for at least one year 
even if superseded

₋ System Check for Invalid Electronic Addresses
₋ E-delivery system must alert plan if a participant’s email address is 

invalid/faulty
₋ If so, plan must try to fix the problem or send participant paper 

notices

₋ System Check at Termination of Employment
₋ Upon termination, plan must take steps to ensure continued 

accuracy and operability of the person’s employer-provided email 
address
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DOL Final Rule (5/27/2020)

• Key Changes from the Proposed Rule
₋ Allows plan email or texts to attach documents via PDF 

format

₋ Allows for the use of mobile apps and other 
technologies besides email

₋ Eliminates requirement that plan fiduciaries must 
update contact information for employees whose 
employment ends
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DOL Final Rule (5/27/2020)

• Key Changes from the Proposed Rule
₋ Superseded documents must remain on website until 

the later of one year or the time the document is 
superseded

₋ Participants must be notified of a quarterly statement by 
a specific NOIA and not via a single annual NOIA

₋ An employer-assigned email address must be used for 
other employment purposes and not solely for access to 
retirement plan documents
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Final Rule

• Key Changes from the Proposed Rule
₋ Eliminated the requirement that in order to be 

understood by an average participant, the notice must 
have a Flesch Reading Ease test score of at least 60

₋ Participants must be notified of availability of SMMs and 
quarterly benefit statements by individual NOIA and not 
by a combined NOIA

₋ A plan my provide a covered document within an email 
or as an attachment
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R. Brent Gambill
brent.gambill@rbgambill.com
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Covered Individuals
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• Participants, beneficiaries, or other individuals
who are entitled to covered documents.

• Safe harbors apply only if a covered individual:
• Provides employer or plan administrator with an

electronic address—either email address or internet-
connected mobile device number; or

• If employer assigns an employee with an email
address for “employment-related purposes,” the
employee is deemed to have provided the electronic
address.

The address must have some other purpose, not just to
receive covered documents, but employer-provided
computer access is not required.

Covered IndividualsCovered Individuals
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• Can elect how to receive covered documents:
• Can request a paper copy free of charge, even if

receiving documents electronically;
• Plan can charge a reasonable fee for additional

copies of the same covered document.

• Can globally opt out of electronic delivery and
receive only paper copies.

• Must be provided free of charge.

• Plan administrator can also elect to allow
covered individuals to opt out on a document by
document basis.

If individual opt out is used, recordkeeping may be
challenging.

Covered IndividualsCovered Individuals
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Disclosure Methods, 
Requirements, and 

Pitfalls to Avoid
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• Initial Notice
• To rely on the new safe harbors, a plan administrator

must provide each covered individual with a paper
written notice that includes the following:

• Statement that covered documents will be provided
electronically;

• The electronic address that will be used for that individual;
• Instructions necessary to access covered documents;
• Statement about the availability of paper copies at no charge

and how to request them; and
• Statement regarding the right to opt out of electronic delivery

and receive only paper copies (again at no charge) and how to
request them.

Even if a covered individual consented to receive documents under
other electronic disclosure rules, a new notice must be provided.

Disclosure Methods & RequirementsDisclosure Methods & Requirements
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• Permits plan administrator to post required
disclosures on a website and provide a notice to
covered individuals that includes a web address or
hyperlink to the applicable documents.

• Initial notice must include a caution that the
covered document is not required to remain
available on the website for more than one year
after posting, or if later, the date a subsequent
version of the covered document is posted.

A document compliance program should be implemented to
keep track of all documents posted.

Notice and Access Safe Harbor Notice and Access Safe Harbor 
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• Notice of Internet Availability (NOIA) must be a
stand-alone document that includes the following
information:

• A prominent statement, such as a title, legend or subject
line, that reads “Disclosure About Your Retirement
Plan.”

• A statement that reads “Important Information about
your retirement plan is now available. Please review this
information.”

• Identification of the covered document by name, and a
brief description of the covered document if the name
does not reasonably convey the nature of the covered
document.

• For example, “quarterly statement of your 401(K) account” is
now available.

Notice and Access Safe Harbor Notice and Access Safe Harbor 
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• Website address or hyperlink to such address
where the covered document is displayed must
be included:

• Must lead directly to document; or
• To a log in page, so that once the user logs in, there

is a prominent link to the covered document.

Website does not need to be the plan sponsor’s
website; can be website of a 3rd party service
provider.

NOIA Content Requirements (cont.)NOIA Content Requirements (cont.)
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• A statement of the right to request a free paper copy 
and how to make such a request.

• A statement that the covered individual has the right 
to globally opt out of electronic delivery free of charge 
and receive only paper copies.

• A statement that the covered documents are not 
required to be available more than on year, or if later, 
after the document is superseded by a subsequent 
version (if applicable.)

• A telephone number to contact the plan administrator 
or other designated individual.

Performance guarantees should be put in place if a 3rd party 
handles these contacts.

NOIA Content Requirements (cont.)NOIA Content Requirements (cont.)
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• Must be sent to electronic record address
provided to plan administrator:

• Provided by covered individual; or
• Assigned by employer ( can not be assigned by plan

administrator or 3rd party service provider.)

• Notice can contain design elements (pictures or
logos) but can’t be inaccurate or misleading.

• Must meet ERISA disclosure standards.

• NOIA must be provided separately for each
document unless it is a combined NOIA.

Keep design simple to avoid confusion, only use pictures if
they are helpful and instructive.

Method for Providing NOIAMethod for Providing NOIA
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• The plan administrator's system must be
designed to alert the plan administrator if a
covered individual’s electronic address is invalid
or inoperable.

• Once alerted, the plan administrator must take
reasonable steps to correct the problem.

• The plan administrator must utilize a covered
individual’s secondary address or obtain a new
email address or smartphone number from the
covered individual.

.

NOIA RulesNOIA Rules
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• For a separated employee, the plan administrator
will need to get a new email address or
smartphone number unless the employer takes
steps to ensure ex-employees have continued
access to an employer email address or
smartphone.

• If electronic delivery is not possible, the plan
administrator must treat the covered individual as
if he or she had opted out of electronic delivery.

A competent record-keeping system is required for this
information to avoid compliance issues.

NOIA RulesNOIA Rules
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• Permitted for certain required disclosures.

• Can only be used for documents that are
provided no less than annually:

• For Summary Plan Descriptions, but not for quarterly
statements or notices based on the occurrence of a
specific event (such as a black-out notice).

• Must be furnished each plan year, and no more
than 14 months following the date of the prior
year’s combined NOIA.

This may simplify compliance with universal opt in or out,
and may be expanded to more documents in the future.

Combined NOIACombined NOIA
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• The plan administrator must take reasonable steps
to ensure that covered documents are available on
the website no later than the deadline for providing
the documents under ERISA.

• Documents must remain available until the later of :
• One year after the dated it was posted; or
• The date a subsequent version of the covered document

is posted.

• Must be available in a widely available format that
can be read online or printed clearly on paper.

• Must be able to search the document electronically.

Internet Website StandardsInternet Website Standards
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• The format must also allow the covered
document to be permanently retained in an
electronic format.

• The plan administrator must take reasonable
steps to ensure that the website protects
confidential information:

• Website can include other forms of electronic-based
media, such as a mobile application.

• Employer cybersecurity policy should include this
website, and the emails or other access methods of
covered individuals.

Internet Website StandardsInternet Website Standards
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• Plan administrator can send covered documents
directly to covered individuals in the body of an
email or as an attachment.

• Must include a subject line that reads “Disclosure
about Your Retirement Plan”

• Must be sent to an electronic address provided
by the covered individual or assigned by the
employer.

• Must be provided no later than the deadline for
the document under ERISA.

Employer should ensure sufficient proof of document
delivery is kept in company records.

Email Direct Delivery Safe HarborEmail Direct Delivery Safe Harbor
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• Standards for email should echo standards for a
website:

• readable, format is widely available, searchable,
printable, document must be able to be permanently
retainable and confidential information is properly
protected.

• If plan administrator is alerted that an electronic
address for a covered individual is invalid or
inoperable:

• Must take steps to correct the problem; or
• Treat the covered individual as if he or she opted out of

electronic delivery of covered documents.

Document the process to avoid liability.

Email Direct Delivery Safe HarborEmail Direct Delivery Safe Harbor
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• If email attachments is used, email must identify the
covered document, or provide a brief description if
the document title is not self-explanatory.

• Must state that a paper copy is available at no
charge.

• Covered individuals have the right to opt out of
electronic delivery.

• Must provide a telephone number for plan
administrator or other designed plan representative.

Performance guarantees are important components if an
outside 3rd party administrator is used.

Email Direct Delivery Safe HarborEmail Direct Delivery Safe Harbor
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Laura Miller Andrew
Smith, Gambrell & Russell, LLP

landrew@sgrlaw.com
www.sgrlaw.com

Follow my blog at http://www.sgrlaw.com/category/health-care/

Follow my Twitter Account at @sgr_healthlaw
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New Electronic Disclosure for 
ERISA Retirement Plans

Best Practices and Other 
Considerations

August 12, 2020

Topics

• Initial Paper Notice
• Choosing the “Electronic Address” 

to Send Notice and Covered 
Documents

• System Alerts of Delivery Errors 
• Protecting Personal Information
• Maintaining Records of 

Disclosures
• Procedures Upon Severance
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Initial Paper Notice

• Paper notice of electronic delivery, and 
the right to opt out, is required before
an administrator may rely on the new 
alternative method for electronic 
disclosure. § 2520.104b-31(g)

• For new hires, consider including the 
initial paper notice with onboarding 
materials (once the administrator 
verifies the electronic address to use) 
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations

Choosing the “Electronic Address” to 
Send Notice and Covered Documents

– NOIA + website posting 

– Email delivery alternative 

– Text messaging of NOIAs to smartphones

– Other possible methods
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Notice of internet availability (NOIA) and 
website posting

– Two steps required: 
(1) Send NOIA, with the required details, to covered 

individual’s electronic address
(2) Post covered document on website

– Consider employee sentiment 
– Timing of NOIA
– Combined NOIAs and 14-month rule 
– One-year rule for website and superseding 

documents

Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Choosing the 

“Electronic Address”
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Email delivery
• Available to furnish covered documents 

directly in lieu of furnishing NOIAs and posting 
covered documents on website

• One step instead of two

• Covered document may be included in the 
body of the email or as an attachment

• Administrator has duty to protect 
confidentiality of personal information
– Password protection or encryption programs

Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Choosing the 

“Electronic Address”
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Use of Smartphone Numbers
• Alternative to email for furnishing NOIAs

• Invalid/inoperable address problem

• Potential issues surrounding verification of 
smartphone vs. landline numbers  

• Recordkeeping of text messages

Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Choosing the 

“Electronic Address”
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Other Possible “Electronic Addresses”
– “Electronic address” as used in 

§2520.104b-31(b) may be very broad, as 
acknowledged by the DOL 

– Mobile app notifications for NOIAs

– Future technologies

– ABA Model Rule 1.1
• Lawyers should keep abreast of benefits and 

risks associated with relevant technology

Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Choosing the 

“Electronic Address”
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– System Alerts of 

Delivery Errors

• § 2520.104b-31(f)(4)

• System alert requirement (e.g., NOIA or 
covered document returned as undeliverable) 

• Obligation of administrator to set up alert and 
take prompt, reasonable steps to cure

• Coordinate with IT department and 
supervise/monitor efficacy of chosen 
technology

• Applies to both NOIAs and email delivery in 
lieu of NOIAs
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Protecting Personal 

Information

• For email delivery of covered documents, a 
plan administrator must take measures “ . . . 
reasonably calculated to protect the 
confidentiality of personal information relating 
to the covered individual.” § 2520.104b-
31(k)(4)

• Unsecured email of covered documents likely 
inadequate  

• Password protection; encryption
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Maintaining Records 

of Disclosures 

• NOIAs and website posting vs. direct email of 
covered documents

• Delivery receipt vs. read receipt

• Organize and maintain sets of electronic 
disclosure records
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Best Practices and Additional 
Considerations– Procedures Upon 

Severance

• Continuing obligations of administrator
– Reasonable steps required at time of 

severance

– Ensure continued accuracy/availability of 
electronic address following severance 
from employment

• For example, obtain or verify departing 
employee’s personal email account to send 
covered documents in lieu of Company email 
address going forward
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New Electronic Disclosure for 
ERISA Retirement Plans

Questions?

Timothy S. Klimpl

Carmody Torrance Sandak & Hennessey LLP

707 Summer Street

Stamford, CT 06901

tklimpl@carmodylaw.com

(203) 252-2683
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